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Buying and Selling a Business reveals key strategies to sell and acquire business investments.
Garrett Sutton, Esq. is a best selling author of numerous law for the layman books, and he
guides the listener clearly through all of the obstacles to be faced before completing a winning
transaction.Buying and Selling a Business uses real life stories to illustrreate how to prepare
your business for sale, analyze acquisition candidates and assemble the right team of experts.
The audiobook also clearly identifies how to understand the tax issues of a business sale how to
use confidentiality agreements to your benefit and how to negotiate your way to a positive
result.Robert Kiyosaki, the best selling author of Rich Dad Poor Dad has this to say about
Buying and Selling a Business, "Garrett Sutton's information is priceless for anyone who wants
to increase his or her knowledge of the often secret world of the rich, what the rich invest in, and
some of the reasons why the rich get richer."

About the AuthorStuart Wilde has written 16 books on consciousness and awareness; including
Silent Power
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BUYING & SELLINGA BUSINESSHow You Can Winin the Business QuadrantGARRETT
SUTTON, ESQ.Buying and Selling a Business uses real life stories to illustrate how successful
entrepreneurs acquire and cash-out business investments. Written in a clear and easily
understandable style, this book provides the necessary knowledge to avoid the pitfalls and
overcome the obstacles in order to achieve a winning transaction.Buying and Selling a Business
will teach you to:• Prepare your business for sale• Analyze business acquisition candidates•
Appreciate the power and pitfalls of franchises• Use confidentiality and other agreements to
your benefit• Negotiate your way to a positive result~*~*~“Sutton offers a comprehensive guide
for both buyers and sellers of businesses…This is a solid book.” Publishers Weekly.“This book
shows how the rich get richer – by buying and selling businesses.” Robert Kiyosaki~*~*~This
publication is designed to provide competent and reliable information regarding the subject
matter covered. However, it is sold with the understanding that the author and publisher are not
engaged in rendering legal, financial, or other professional advice. Laws and practices often vary
from state to state and country to country and if legal or other expert assistance is required, the
services of a professional should be sought. The author and publisher specifically disclaim any
liability that is incurred from the use or application of the contents of this book.Copyright © 2003,
2012 by Garrett Sutton, Esq. All rights reserved. Except as permitted under the U.S. Copyright
Act of 1976, no part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any
form or by any means or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written
permission of the publisher.Published by RDA PressAn imprint of BZK Press, LLCRich Dad
Advisors, B-I Triangle, CASHFLOW Quadrant and other Rich Dad marks are registered
trademarks of CASHFLOW Technologies, Inc.BZK Press LLC15170 N. Hayden
RoadScottsdale, AZ 85260480-998-5400Visit our Web sites: andFirst Edition: April, 2003First
BZK Press edition: June, 2012~~~AcknowledgmentsThe author would like to thank Mona
Gambetta, Cindie Geddes, Brandi MacLeod and Tom Wheelwright for their assistance in
reviewing and shaping this book. As well, the author would like to thank Robert Kiyosaki for his
support and interest in this project.~~~ContentsForeword by Robert
KiyosakiIntroductionChapter One – Before You BeginChapter Two – Buyers and SellersChapter
Three – Your Team of ExpertsChapter Four – ConfidentialityChapter Five – FranchisesChapter
Six – The Selling ProspectusChapter Seven – Financial StatementsChapter Eight –
LiabilitiesChapter Nine – ValuationChapter Ten – NegotiationsChapter Eleven –
StructureChapter Twelve – Financing StrategiesChapter Thirteen – TaxationChapter Fourteen –
The Purchase and Sale AgreementChapter Fifteen – The ClosingChapter Sixteen – Moving
ForwardConclusionAppendices:A. Business Acquisition ChecklistB. Environmental ChecklistC.
Sample Letter of IntentD. Useful Website InformationAbout the Author~~~Forewordby Robert
KiyosakiMy poor dad encouraged me to get a good education so I could find a secure job
working for a good business. My rich dad did not offer the same advice. Instead he said, “The



richest people in the world learn to buy and sell businesses, not work for them.”It is a great
pleasure to add to the Rich Dad Advisor series, this very important book. Garrett Sutton’s
information is priceless for anyone who wants to increase his or her knowledge of the often
secret world of the rich, what the rich invest in, and some of the reasons why the rich get
richer.Years ago my rich dad taught me that there are three main asset classes investors invest
in. They are businesses, paper assets, and real estate. In today’s world of shaken investor
confidence in the stock market, less than honest financial practices by corporate executives,
insider trading, and questionable accounting practices, this book on buying and selling
businesses offers investors choices beyond the tarnished world of paper assets and overpriced
real estate.Buying and selling businesses is not for the average investor. In fact, if you do now
know what you are doing, buying and selling businesses can be the riskiest of all the three
investment classes. At the same time, buying and selling businesses can be by far the most
profitable of all the three asset classes…again if you know what you are doing. That is why this
book is so important. It gives the Rich Dad Advisors series of books, a deeper look into the world
of business, a depth required for any investors ready to take control of their financial future by
owning businesses.Personally I am glad I followed by rich dad’s advice and decided to build,
buy, and sell businesses, rather than work for them. I trust you’ll find this book as beneficial to
your financial education as my rich dad’s advice was to me.Robert
Kiyosaki~~~IntroductionCongratulations. By reading this book you are going to learn the steps
and strategies necessary to successfully buy and sell a business. The key word from that last
sentence is “successfully,” for there are many risks and challenges to master and overcome
when buying and selling a business. But by applying the information you are about to gain,
combined with using your professional team of advisors at the right times, you will come out of a
business purchase transaction successfully and to your benefit.So, let’s get
started...~~~Chapter OneBefore You BeginBeing Your Own BossIt sounds like paradise – being
your own boss. Owning your own business, setting your own hours, answering to no one, even
dressing how you like. Robert Kiyosaki’s Rich Dad advocates owning businesses, ideally
managed by others, for the income they generate and the freedom they can provide. But
whether you are a non managing entrepreneur or a day-to-day boss, being the owner also
means taking the responsibility – all the responsibility – for the business’s health. The success or
failure of your business (and correspondingly your personal financial success) lies squarely on
your shoulders. There are no sick days, no vacation pay, no downsizing opportunities. A turn in
the economy no longer means only worry over job security, but worry over utter financial ruin.
There are no security blankets in the entrepreneurial world, so you’d better know from the start if
you are a Linus or a Lucy. Linus was the intellectual of the Peanuts gang, but he required
security. Lucy was the go-getter, schemer who never thought anything through. Somewhere
between the personalities of this brother-sister duo is the ideal entrepreneur. Do you have the
right entrepreneurial personality?Before you buy a business, recognize that knowing your
strengths and weaknesses going in can save you hours, possibly years, of frustration, as well as



limit your financial risk. Ask yourself some questions. Here are a few with which to start:• How
does your education compare to the demands of the industry you plan to enter?• Do you know
how to track financials and plan for taxes?• How do you feel about sales and marketing? How
does your experience stack up?• Do your skills lend themselves to running the type of business
you are considering?• Will your needs be met by your skills? If not, are these skills ones you can
learn? If so, how long will it take you to get up to speed?• On a more interior level, how do the
needs of the business fit your personality? If you don’t really like people, you may not enjoy
retail. If you abhor math, the intense financial and money management aspects of manufacturing
won’t likely be to your liking.• Some businesses live and die at the feet of a strong leader. The
identity of the business may be the identity of the owner. Can you be all things to all people?•
Some businesses require travel or heavy lifting or working nights, weekends and holidays. Does
your lifestyle allow for that? Are you willing to make the necessary changes? The odds of
succeeding at a business you don’t like, or whose demands do not naturally suit you, aren’t
good. Go with what you enjoy, what you know, or what you can learn.• How do your goals
measure up to what the business can realistically offer? Passion will take you far, knowledge
even further, but in the end it may be the numbers that tell the tale. So don’t make decisions
without them. Let your passion be for your objectives, even an industry, but not a particular
business. Let your heart have its say, but let your head lead the way.• Will you be a good
entrepreneur? Consider the following:1. Do you need a lot of supervision or do you find your
own way?2. Are you trusted by others?3. Are you responsible by choice or by force?4. Are you
a people person?5. Are you a leader?6. Are you willing to go the distance even if there is no
immediate reward in sight?7. Are you a decision-maker?8. Can you put the big picture before
immediate reward?9. Do you finish what you start?• Do you know who you are and what you
want? Pull out your resume. Analyze it realistically. Write out your goals. Write out the realistic
potential of the company you are considering. Imagine yourself running the company. Be
specific. There is power in the specificity of written goals: Let them guide you in deciding if you
are right for the business and if the business is right for you.• How will your family adapt? Now,
before any papers are signed and any obligations finalized, is the time to bring in family
considerations.1. What will the extra hours and extra worry do to your family?2. Will family
members be able or willing to help carry the load?3. How will the decrease in financial security
affect the cohesiveness of your family?4. Is it worth giving up the concreteness of paychecks,
insurance, retirement benefits, vacation and the like for the pride of ownership and the hopes of
long-term payoff? In the language of Robert Kiyosaki’s Cash Flow Quadrant, are you ready to go
from being an E (Employee) to an S (Self-Employed Business Owner) to hopefully a B (Owner of
a Business Managed by Others).5. What is the flexibility of family members – financially,
psychologically and emotionally? Make sure you know everyone’s needs and consider whether
this purchase will meet those needs.6. If you don’t get family support, will you be able to do it on
your own? Family-run businesses don’t necessarily put the whole family to work. If you expect
help from a spouse, children or others, you need to get their support long before the closing.•



Are you running from something (dead-end job, mind-numbing boredom, the boss from hell) or
toward something (self-esteem, independence, creativity)? If you are running from something,
no business will take you far enough. But if you are running toward something, the distance will
be greatly shortened with a bit of forethought and planning.Why Buy (vs. Start Up)Preparation
and hard work can lead to personal fulfillment, a career you control and financial independence.
When you’re the boss, you determine how much time you put in and how much money you take
out. When success does come, it is your success. Your hours lead to your income. You are not
just lining someone else’s pockets.There is much less financial risk involved with buying an
existing business than with starting one up. It is that initial period from startup to breaking even
that is the most deadly for a business. An existing business must be doing something right to still
be in existence. The rewards of ownership and independence are the same for a startup and for
an existing business, but an existing business has a past to help guide the future. A path has
been cleared for new owners to tread.History is a valuable tool in any business. There is a level
of expectation – a theoretical roadmap for the future. It is this aura of predictability that makes
financing a purchase easier than financing a startup. The existing business has financial
statements, assets, cash flow – in short, collateral that can be used for bank loans. And if the
banks prove uninterested, many a motivated seller will help out with the financing, often with
better terms than a commercial lender. An owner may even stick around after the sale to help
with the often complicated, always delicate transition period.We live in a time when small
businesses are not only able to exist alongside big businesses; they are able to thrive.
Technology has made access nearly seamless. Your business can reach customers on the other
side of the world just as easily as the other side of the street. Fax, E-mail, Internet, video
conferencing, printed material – all allow a local business to reach a global market while keeping
overhead low and inventory small. These avenues may not have been explored by a company’s
current owner and could be the difference between his or her getting by and your getting
ahead.Why Sell (vs. Hang On)The best time to sell is when the economy and the industry are in
good shape. While sellers have little or no control over these factors, they can keep their
companies in prime selling condition in order to take advantage of unforeseen opportunities. A
well-run business is a valuable commodity in any market. Knowing economic and industry norms
and how the company stacks up against them will help a seller set the best price should he or
she decide to sell.Sometimes events completely out of a seller’s sphere of influence pop up and
motivate a sale. Some of these include:1. Change in the competition (such as when a large
company decides to move into the arena and is looking for a company to buy)2. Death of a
partner or a majority shareholder (the owner may have to sell to pay off other partners or to
divide up the deceased’s estate)3. The owner’s own heirs don’t want the company (or are not
competent to run it)4. Unexpected changes in finances (such as from divorce or medical
emergencies)5. Changes in the rules (such as zoning changes or new laws)Sometimes events
completely within the seller’s sphere of influence are prompting the sale. Sellers must
understand their motivations to avoid making a mistake.Burnout is a common sale motivator. But



burnout is seldom long-term; a sale is. Maybe the seller just needs a vacation or shorter hours.
Maybe he or she needs to shake things up and bring the fun and adventure back into the
business. If the owner decided to sell, that freedom (just as with short-timer’s syndrome in the
workaday world) might prompt him or her to make changes. Sellers, why not make those
changes now?TimingTiming is important whether buying or selling a business. The health of the
overall economy, the state of the company’s specific industry, and the condition of the company
all play into the decision-making process. The overall economy’s health may dictate the
availability of loans while also coloring the perspective of potential buyers. Good economic times
breed optimistic buyers. Optimistic buyers have rosier hopes for the future, and it is this future
they are purchasing. The state of the target company’s industry and the health of the target
business help define levels of perceived risk. Lower risk means higher prices, even if those risks
are only in the eye of the beholder.While buyers and sellers have no control over the health of
the economy or even the state of the industry, assessing trends and perceptions will greatly
influence their ability to be in the right place at the right time. The key ingredient to good luck is
good planning.Economic slumps may be good news for buyers. If buyers have the purchasing
power (or better yet, the cash), there are usually bargains to be had during a recession. Of
course, the risks are higher. After all, buyers are likely buying in the hopes of the economy
turning around. Eventually it will, but weathering the storm can be an expensive
proposition.Economic booms may be good news for sellers. Optimism loosens purse strings.
But higher purchase prices generally mean more debt for the buyer and if optimism turns out to
be unfounded, carrying a company with significant debt and insufficient valuation may require a
buyer to sell. A struggling company in a struggling economy is the worst of all situations for the
seller.Either way, in good economies or bad, buyers want to be sure they have enough money on
hand to cover not only the purchase but also the initial slump that generally accompanies new
ownership.Risk of No SaleImagine putting a company up for sale and getting no offers. Or
getting only low offers. What went wrong? Maybe the asking price was too high. This would be
the time for the seller to go back to the value analysis and reconsider the assumptions used in
projections of future sales. Were the assumptions realistic? If the owner still wants to sell, he or
she will need to consider lowering the price or taking the company off the market. If the former,
the seller may need an ego check first. If the latter, damage control is warranted.A good way to
understand some of the concepts we’re discussing is through the use of case studies. Our first
one is instructive.Case No. 1 – Walter, Peter and AnianWalter owned a chain of three closet
design and home organizing businesses in a large, populous state. Walter did a fair amount of
advertising and so many people throughout the region knew of The Closet Admiral.Walter had
built the business up to the point where he could step away and do other things. He had brought
in Peter to be the general manager of the three closet design businesses. Peter, being
aggressive and confident in his abilities, insisted that he be able to acquire an ownership interest
in the business over time. Walter agreed to this, but beyond an acceptance in principal, the
negotiations had not yet begun and the terms for an acquisition of ownership had not even been



discussed.Shortly thereafter, Walter’s plans for the business changed. An opportunity to own an
even more profitable business with a much greater upside potential had landed in Walter’s lap.
To pull it off, he would have to sell The Closet Admiral in order to generate enough cash for the
down payment he needed on the new business.Walter decided to quietly solicit offers to
purchase The Closet Admiral. He wanted to fly under the radar, so that no one would know of, or
impede, his future plans. He didn’t tell Peter or his banker or any of his inside circle of
advisors.Anian owned a chain of five closet design locations in the southern part of the state.
She was a hard-nosed businesswoman, always interested in a deal. When Walter approached
her about a quiet sale she responded with interest. On a handshake, she agreed to keep the
whole matter confidential. In reality, she just wanted to see Walter’s books. She wanted to know
how he had been able to expand so quickly.After reviewing the books, Anian placed two
disastrous phone calls. First, she called Walter’s banker to demand why she couldn’t get the
same favorable terms that Walter had received for equipment purchases. The banker was very
angry that the confidential relationship between he and Walter had been compromised. Then,
Anian called Peter to see if he would work for her. Peter learned for the first time that the
business he thought he had an ownership interest in was for sale. He was furious at Walter for
what he considered to be an offensive betrayal of trust.Both Peter and the banker refused to do
business with Walter again. Peter quit in a very loud and derisive manner, encouraging other
employees to quit as well, many of whom did. The banker called several of Walter’s promissory
notes, forcing Walter to scramble to find alternative financing, and killing all of Walter’s hopes for
completing the other business opportunity he had sought to pursue.The disruption caused
Walter to almost lose the business. When the employees left they took some of their regular
referral sources with them. Some of his best employees started working at two new, very
competitive closet design firms – that Anian had opened up in the area.Walter hung on by
assuring the remaining employees that they would always have a place to work, that he was not
selling the business, and that their job security was as important to him as it was to them. It took
almost a year, but Walter brought the business back. And he had learned a very valuable lesson
about the confidentiality needed when selling a business, and the care needed in selecting the
right potential buyers.As we have just seen, company sales affect more than just buyers and
sellers. Customers, vendors and employees can all find out about the possibility of a sale, and
emotional reactions are inevitable. Fear of what is to come may have some already looking for
new suppliers, customers and jobs. The fallout can be far-reaching without the owner ever even
knowing about it. Therefore, sellers need to be proactive from the beginning. Confidentiality
agreements are a must to keep the news of a sale on a need-to-know basis. The agreement
should be in writing with, if possible, a damage provision for the unauthorized release of
confidential information. However, this type of contractual provision will only take the seller so far.
Once the others find out, or are likely about to find out (and be assured, they WILL learn of a
potential sale), the seller needs to start talking and alleviating fears. And you’d better have your
story consistent and down pat, because your employees are going to want to hear something



that is reasonable, reassuring and makes sense.How to Handle a Failed SaleIf the sale does not
go through and the company is taken off the market, the owner will need to talk to those involved
and reassure them all that he or she is committed to the business and looking forward to future
success. Any sense of failure projected by an owner will lead others into the cycle of uncertainty.
As we all know from experience, uncertainty leads to fear. Fear leads to grasping for safety. And
that search for safety can mean customers, vendors and employees finding new opportunities
elsewhere and leaving the owner behind.To allay customer fears after deciding not to sell,
owners should redouble customer service efforts. It is unlikely that most customers will even
know there was the potential of a sale, but the owner has no way of knowing who might or might
not have heard the news. Customer service never hurts a business and making service a priority
not only convinces those who did hear that you are recommitted to the business but may
increase loyalty of those who never even knew anything was in the offing. For those who ask
what happened, be frank but don’t give away details. Customers need reassurance, not a lesson
in capitalism. As Henry Ford said, “Never complain, never explain.”The fallout with vendors could
have financial consequences. Most vendors have relationships with owners based on long-term
rewards. They may offer good credit deals in hopes of keeping an owner’s business for a long
time. The news of a company being up for sale makes those long-term hopes less likely. Don’t
expect the news of the sale not going through to be a relief. It is likely that vendors will now see
the company as a short-term investment (they will be wondering if the owner is still trying to sell,
questioning his or her commitment). This is especially true with smaller, privately held
businesses where relationships are more intimate. Owners may find vendors have hurt feelings
about being kept in the dark. While from your perspective it is none of their business, from their
viewpoint it is their business. Your business is their business. Appreciating their position will help
in understanding the dynamics involved.Employees likely will be relieved the company is no
longer for sale, but they may have some of the same feelings as vendors and customers. They
may still question owner loyalty. Once that happens, their own levels of loyalty are likely to
decrease as they turn more toward protecting themselves. Morale is likely down. Owners might
consider having a company party or perhaps a team-building retreat to reinvigorate the
company.No matter what work the owner puts in, the damage may be done. In the end, there is
still the danger that not selling will cost the owner more than dropping the price would
have.~*~*~Rich Dad’s Tips• Know your strengths and weaknesses before buying a business.•
Be prepared to accept complete personal responsibility for the success or failure of your
business.• As a seller of a business know and understand the consequences of a failed
business sale.~*~*~Let’s now review the strategies of buyers and sellers ...~~~Chapter
TwoBuyers and SellersBuyer Strategy/Seller StrategyJust as with so many other things in life, it
takes two to buy a business. A buyer and a seller are the key ingredients. Brokers, accountants,
lawyers and other experts make sure everything is in the right measure and you don’t get
burned. But without a willing buyer and a motivated seller there is no deal. And they may have
more in common than they think.Both the buyer and the seller want the company sold. Both want



as painless a process as possible. Both want it over quickly. Neither wants to get very far into the
deal and have it fall apart. Neither wants the word to get out that the deal is in process. And
neither wants the business to fail.With so much in common, how could anything go wrong?
Simple, buyers and sellers speak different languages. Each is reading for different clues,
deciphering vastly different nuances, viewing the whole process through a different set of lenses.
And this is exactly as it should be. Friendly skepticism is the ideal in all adversarial transactions.
Former American President, Ronald Reagan, used to chide the then-Soviet Premier, Mikhail
Gorbachev, with the phrase “Trust, but Verify.” The United States was willing to accept what the
Russians said was true only after the United States had verified it to be true. As with nuclear
warheads, the same is true for deal points. While negotiations may be pleasant exchanges and
the buyer and seller may become best buddies after all is said and done, neither should lose
that sense of skepticism and the need to verify key points.It goes without saying that the wants
and needs of buyers and sellers are often at odds with one another. Knowing these wants and
needs, being able to put yourself in the other party’s shoes, will help in reaching a deal that is
acceptable to both sides. Or it may just as easily assist in a deal not coming together. It should
be noted that not every deal is finalized, nor should they be concluded. Some deals you will walk
away from, a few you will run from. By following the key elements we discuss in this book, by
using your intuition and judgment, you will know which deals to complete and which to discard
as unrealistic, overpriced or downright scary.As a general overview, the buyer is watching the
road ahead. All discussions are filtered through a view of future goals. In contrast, the seller is
watching the rearview mirror. All discussions are filtered through historical contexts. While both
may be in the same room, they often hear different conversations due to their respective filters.
Knowing this and trying to see through the other’s filter can make the whole process a little more
clear.Know your audience. Both buyer and seller are auditioning. Both are posturing. The buyer
wants to convince the seller that he or she has the financial and moral wherewithal to live up to
contractual obligations. The seller wants to convince the buyer that his or her company is the
best bargain going. It’s important to remember who the audience is in order to give it what it
wants. For example, if the seller is concerned about the future of employee positions and the
buyer is only focusing on streamlining management, neither will be satisfied.Case No. 2 – Paris
and RichardParis was an up-and-coming real estate broker in an affluent area. He had attracted
a following by providing excellent and expert service, as well as by being involved in every civic
group in town. He was unapologetically aggressive in all of his dealings. He was working for a
large national brokerage firm, but was ready to branch out on his own. Rather than build up a
real-estate company from scratch, he wanted to save, in his estimation, ten years in establishing
name recognition by acquiring an existing business.Richard owned Piedmont Realty, which had
three decent producing offices, thirty brokers and had been in business for over forty-five years.
Richard was considering retirement but was concerned about what would happen to the other
brokers in the office, whom he considered to be family. When Paris approached him about
selling, he was hesitant. He was unsure if Paris was the right person to continue the family



tradition of Piedmont Realty.But Richard was encouraged by his attorney to consider Paris’
expression of interest. The attorney explained that if Richard retired without selling the business
his family of brokers would be disbanded anyway. It was at least worth listening to what Paris
had to offer.A contract was drawn up by Richard’s attorney requiring Paris to keep the entire
transaction confidential. He was not allowed to speak to any of Richard’s brokers, vendors or
customers about the potential purchase. Paris was allowed to review Richard’s financial books
and records and speak to Richard’s CPA about the business. He was allowed after-hours access
to the office, accompanied by Richard, and that was all. He was given two weeks to engage in a
due diligence (investigative) review of Piedmont Realty. Richard didn’t want to waste a lot of time
and money on a transaction he didn’t see working out anyway.Eleven days later, after reviewing
the relevant documents and sizing up office procedures, Paris met with Richard. The fatal
posturing began. Paris started by pointing out that Piedmont Realty was not search engine
optimized. No one could find Piedmont Realty on the internet, which was now a key to real
estate success. Paris told Richard to bring Piedmont Realty to current information technology
standards would cost $50,000. Paris then said that any purchase price they agreed upon would
have to be reduced by $50,000 since that is what Paris would have to invest to get Piedmont
Realty found on the internet.Richard was offended by this opening gambit. He didn’t like the way
Paris was handling things, so he cut to the chase. Three key brokers had been with Piedmont
Realty for a long time. Cowboy, Jimmie and Evalynn had helped him through thick and thin, and
Richard wanted a guarantee that the three could remain for as long as they wanted.Paris had
crunched the numbers. On a per-desk basis, accounting for all overhead and administrative
items, each broker had to bring in $3,500 per month for Piedmont Realty to break even. Only
Cowboy was meeting that monthly nut. The company was losing thousands per year by having
Jimmie and Evalynn, now less productive brokers, taking up desk space. Paris said they would
be given six months to increase their productivity to above break-even. If they couldn’t do it, their
desk would be given to a more aggressive broker.That was all Richard needed to hear. Right
then and there he decided he would never sell his company to Paris. He would rather lose some
money and allow the company to slowly wither away, if that was to be its fate, than to ever make
(or allow someone else to make) production demands on the key employees who got him there
in the first place.For Paris’ part, he moved onto the next seller. While he understood Richard’s
loyalty to his employees, he was a dispassionate buyer. He could never own a business where
there were constraints on who he could terminate. If Richard couldn’t get past his ego and
emotion to conclude a sale, so be it. Paris was unemotional and would look elsewhere.As the
case illustrates, frequently the objectives of the buyer and seller are going to be very different.
Better to spend a short period of time – a two-week due diligence review – and see if the
differences are too large to overcome, than spend months and months of time before getting to
the central issues motivating the buyer and seller. This strategy allowed Paris to get to the heart
of the matter and move on. It also saved both Paris and Richard from the high legal fees that can
add up in the sale of a business. Understanding and overcoming each party’s objectives early on



can help lead to a successful sale. The longer key objectives are left unaddressed, the more
likely they will be left to explode at the end, thus potentially derailing any sale and wasting a lot of
time and money in the process.The SellerAs a seller, you are looking for a buyer. Ideally, you
want to find a buyer who does not compete for your ongoing business, presents the least hassle
after the sale and offers you top dollar. Since there is a chance you may end up working for him
or her after the sale, during the negotiation period, you will also need to evaluate if he or she is
someone with whom you can work.Keep your ego out of the sale. Every buyer will find flaws with
your company – that’s the buyer’s job. A new buyer needs to know how to improve the business.
He or she will want to do things differently than you to make the business more successful. Don’t
take it personally.In our last case, Paris wanted a $50,000 reduction for a lack of information
technology infrastructure. This offended Richard, whose ego and identity were intertwined with
the business. A more dispassionate seller may have resolved to increase their bottom line
selling price by $100,000 to cover the asked-for $50,000 reduction, and privately punish the
buyer another $50,000 for even making such a reduction demand. Remember, he who cares
least wins.The sooner you can let go of your personal feelings about the business, the sooner
real negotiations can begin, and the sooner you can win. Ideally, you should be letting go before
the sale even gets under way. After all, the best deal for the company is not always the best deal
for your ego. Separate the two and you’ll stand a much better chance of winning.Remember that
the buyer is looking to the future and the seller to the past. As a seller, you can use your
hindsight to help the buyer see how rosy the future can be. The rosier the past, the rosier the
future. Good, current, thorough books go a long way toward the fertile fields of a profitable
sale.You need to be able to not only understand what makes your company a viable purchase,
but also how to present it in such a way that others can see its benefits as well. Of course, all
financials should be clear and current, but other documents, such as updated policy manuals,
will help as well. You should formalize all company policies and procedures. The more you have
in writing the easier it will be to overcome the objections of the buyer (or worse yet, the buyer’s
attorney) that the company has no substance. If you know you’re going to sell your business in
two years but haven’t got around to “getting everything down”, do so immediately. You want age
on the documents. The fact that they were prepared one month prior to negotiations for a sale
may be used against you.Some useful documents include:1. A Company policy manual for
employees. Vacation policy, sick leave, overtime, insurance, dress code – all these should be
written down. (But be careful not to create a contract of employment with your employees which
can later form the basis for employee litigation. Work with your attorney to draft the policy manual
in a favorable manner to your company).2. Work procedures manual – detailed, step-by-step
instructions on how various tasks are performed.3. Customer agreements. Get it in writing. A
good, standardized agreement can save everyone from many headaches, including you. If there
are issues involving performance, a good contract will provide a roadmap on how to move
forward.4. Current bylaws and articles of incorporation filed with the state.5. Minutes for every
major corporate decision.6. Current corporate handbook with minutes from required meetings



of both directors and shareholders. (See my book “Start Your Own Corporation” on the
importance of corporate minutes.)7. Current registered agent information.8. All tax
returns.Make sure all documents, especially manuals and policies, are current. Discrepancies
between what you say and what you do could lead to perceptions of integrity problems. Such
perceptions can muddy the waters for the rest of the purchase process.It is best to be
forthcoming with all the facts as you know them. If you have doubts about disclosing something,
disclose it. Sellers are never sued for telling too much, only for not telling enough. Lawyers love
bringing cases involving misrepresentations on the sale of a business. Look at it from their
perspective. They’ve got you as a seller, who has complete information about the business.
They’ve got their client, the buyer, who is a complete innocent, knows nothing about your
business but is willing to pay you millions of dollars, based on your representations. Because
you, the seller, are about to receive millions of dollars from the buyer, you owe that buyer an
ethical and moral duty to disclose everything, warts and all. And if you don’t, if you fail to disclose
one little thing, that lawyer is going to paint you as a corrupt and unethical executive, the kind of
one-dimensional businessman villain you see on poorly-written television shows, out to take
advantage at every turn of innocent and good people everywhere. And guess what? The jury in
your case will eat up this portrayal, as they always do, and you’ll lose. The lesson here is to
disclose everything.The BuyerBuyers analyze sellers, industries and the business up for sale.
Buying a business takes preparation, knowledge and a little bit of faith. The better job you do at
the first two, the easier the third becomes. And while you are doing all this preparation work and
gaining all this knowledge, keep in mind that the acquisition process may take upwards of six
months. In some cases, depending on market conditions, team readiness and overall complexity
of the deal, it may take several years to close the sale. Don’t quit your day job just yet. In fact,
even after all the paperwork is signed and the sale is final, it may be prudent to work both jobs, if
feasible, until the income from your new venture can replace that of your old. If double-duty is not
feasible (for example, if the hours conflict), make sure you are in a financial position to take such
a loss-of-income hit.If you are not an expert in the industry you are considering entering,
become one. Or at least try. Take some classes, read extensively, ask questions of people in the
field, maybe even take a temporary job in that field – take the time necessary to come up to
speed before the close. Being a new owner of a business is a lot like becoming a new parent.
Once you finally have your baby, you won’t have time for anything else – including reading
parenting books. You’d best know how to deal with middle-of-the-night emergencies long before
they occur.If you are an expert in your industry, but don’t have much knowledge of actual
business practices, consider taking a few business courses – business law, accounting and
marketing are a few must-haves. Local colleges and universities are a great resource, but they
are not the only ones. Check with the Small Business Administration to see if there is a Small
Business Development Center (SBDC) near you. You can access their website at . SBDCs offer
free courses, technical assistance and counseling including excellent help from the Service
Corps of Retired Executives (or SCORE), who have their own website, at . Also under the



auspices of the SBA are Business Information Centers offering free access to the latest in high-
tech hardware, software and telecommunications help, as well as training and access to
research tools. Your local or state department of economic development may have information
and training available as well. Take advantage of these resources. They are there to be
used.Don’t underestimate the value of a mentor. Search your network of friends and family for
someone who has found success in the field you want to enter. Then don’t be afraid to ask for
help. Most of us don’t mind being considered an expert (it validates that part of us that believes
we know everything) and are flattered to be asked. You’ll be surprised how many business
people are willing to help an honest and open person who is just starting out.Business has its
own karma in the form of contacts and favors. Networking is the heart of business. Start talking
to people you trust and admire about your plans before you sign anything. Let those with more
experience guide you. As your business becomes successful, you will be in the position to return
the favor. Favors keep businesses running. And being able to help out the right person at the
right time adds to the enjoyment of running a business.Buying a company has more than just
financial liability. You are hooking all your horses to the wagon. Your reputation, your personal
finances, your family’s future and your personnel are all going to be connected to this new
venture. Be sure you have a strategic plan in place before you even begin to look for a company
to buy. Some things to consider are:BUYING & SELLINGA BUSINESSHow You Can Winin the
Business QuadrantGARRETT SUTTON, ESQ.Buying and Selling a Business uses real life
stories to illustrate how successful entrepreneurs acquire and cash-out business investments.
Written in a clear and easily understandable style, this book provides the necessary knowledge
to avoid the pitfalls and overcome the obstacles in order to achieve a winning transaction.Buying
and Selling a Business will teach you to:• Prepare your business for sale• Analyze business
acquisition candidates• Appreciate the power and pitfalls of franchises• Use confidentiality and
other agreements to your benefit• Negotiate your way to a positive result~*~*~“Sutton offers a
comprehensive guide for both buyers and sellers of businesses…This is a solid book.”
Publishers Weekly.“This book shows how the rich get richer – by buying and selling businesses.”
Robert Kiyosaki~*~*~BUYING & SELLINGA BUSINESSHow You Can Winin the Business
QuadrantGARRETT SUTTON, ESQ.Buying and Selling a Business uses real life stories to
illustrate how successful entrepreneurs acquire and cash-out business investments. Written in a
clear and easily understandable style, this book provides the necessary knowledge to avoid the
pitfalls and overcome the obstacles in order to achieve a winning transaction.Buying and Selling
a Business will teach you to:• Prepare your business for sale• Analyze business acquisition
candidates• Appreciate the power and pitfalls of franchises• Use confidentiality and other
agreements to your benefit• Negotiate your way to a positive result~*~*~“Sutton offers a
comprehensive guide for both buyers and sellers of businesses…This is a solid book.”
Publishers Weekly.“This book shows how the rich get richer – by buying and selling businesses.”
Robert Kiyosaki~*~*~This publication is designed to provide competent and reliable information
regarding the subject matter covered. However, it is sold with the understanding that the author



and publisher are not engaged in rendering legal, financial, or other professional advice. Laws
and practices often vary from state to state and country to country and if legal or other expert
assistance is required, the services of a professional should be sought. The author and
publisher specifically disclaim any liability that is incurred from the use or application of the
contents of this book.Copyright © 2003, 2012 by Garrett Sutton, Esq. All rights reserved. Except
as permitted under the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, no part of this publication may be
reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means or stored in a database or
retrieval system, without the prior written permission of the publisher.Published by RDA PressAn
imprint of BZK Press, LLCRich Dad Advisors, B-I Triangle, CASHFLOW Quadrant and other
Rich Dad marks are registered trademarks of CASHFLOW Technologies, Inc.BZK Press
LLC15170 N. Hayden RoadScottsdale, AZ 85260480-998-5400Visit our Web sites: andFirst
Edition: April, 2003First BZK Press edition: June, 2012~~~This publication is designed to
provide competent and reliable information regarding the subject matter covered. However, it is
sold with the understanding that the author and publisher are not engaged in rendering legal,
financial, or other professional advice. Laws and practices often vary from state to state and
country to country and if legal or other expert assistance is required, the services of a
professional should be sought. The author and publisher specifically disclaim any liability that is
incurred from the use or application of the contents of this book.Copyright © 2003, 2012 by
Garrett Sutton, Esq. All rights reserved. Except as permitted under the U.S. Copyright Act of
1976, no part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by
any means or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of the
publisher.Published by RDA PressAn imprint of BZK Press, LLCRich Dad Advisors, B-I Triangle,
CASHFLOW Quadrant and other Rich Dad marks are registered trademarks of CASHFLOW
Technologies, Inc.BZK Press LLC15170 N. Hayden RoadScottsdale, AZ
85260480-998-5400Visit our Web sites: and First Edition: April, 2003First BZK Press edition:
June, 2012ISBN: 978-1-937832-39-1~~~AcknowledgmentsThe author would like to thank Mona
Gambetta, Cindie Geddes, Brandi MacLeod and Tom Wheelwright for their assistance in
reviewing and shaping this book. As well, the author would like to thank Robert Kiyosaki for his
support and interest in this project.~~~AcknowledgmentsThe author would like to thank Mona
Gambetta, Cindie Geddes, Brandi MacLeod and Tom Wheelwright for their assistance in
reviewing and shaping this book. As well, the author would like to thank Robert Kiyosaki for his
support and interest in this project.~~~ContentsForeword by Robert
KiyosakiIntroductionChapter One – Before You BeginChapter Two – Buyers and SellersChapter
Three – Your Team of ExpertsChapter Four – ConfidentialityChapter Five – FranchisesChapter
Six – The Selling ProspectusChapter Seven – Financial StatementsChapter Eight –
LiabilitiesChapter Nine – ValuationChapter Ten – NegotiationsChapter Eleven –
StructureChapter Twelve – Financing StrategiesChapter Thirteen – TaxationChapter Fourteen –
The Purchase and Sale AgreementChapter Fifteen – The ClosingChapter Sixteen – Moving
ForwardConclusionAppendices:A. Business Acquisition ChecklistB. Environmental ChecklistC.



Sample Letter of IntentD. Useful Website InformationAbout the Author~~~ContentsForeword by
Robert KiyosakiIntroductionChapter One – Before You BeginChapter Two – Buyers and
SellersChapter Three – Your Team of ExpertsChapter Four – ConfidentialityChapter Five –
FranchisesChapter Six – The Selling ProspectusChapter Seven – Financial StatementsChapter
Eight – LiabilitiesChapter Nine – ValuationChapter Ten – NegotiationsChapter Eleven –
StructureChapter Twelve – Financing StrategiesChapter Thirteen – TaxationChapter Fourteen –
The Purchase and Sale AgreementChapter Fifteen – The ClosingChapter Sixteen – Moving
ForwardConclusionAppendices:A. Business Acquisition ChecklistB. Environmental ChecklistC.
Sample Letter of IntentD. Useful Website InformationAbout the Author~~~Forewordby Robert
KiyosakiMy poor dad encouraged me to get a good education so I could find a secure job
working for a good business. My rich dad did not offer the same advice. Instead he said, “The
richest people in the world learn to buy and sell businesses, not work for them.”It is a great
pleasure to add to the Rich Dad Advisor series, this very important book. Garrett Sutton’s
information is priceless for anyone who wants to increase his or her knowledge of the often
secret world of the rich, what the rich invest in, and some of the reasons why the rich get
richer.Years ago my rich dad taught me that there are three main asset classes investors invest
in. They are businesses, paper assets, and real estate. In today’s world of shaken investor
confidence in the stock market, less than honest financial practices by corporate executives,
insider trading, and questionable accounting practices, this book on buying and selling
businesses offers investors choices beyond the tarnished world of paper assets and overpriced
real estate.Buying and selling businesses is not for the average investor. In fact, if you do now
know what you are doing, buying and selling businesses can be the riskiest of all the three
investment classes. At the same time, buying and selling businesses can be by far the most
profitable of all the three asset classes…again if you know what you are doing. That is why this
book is so important. It gives the Rich Dad Advisors series of books, a deeper look into the world
of business, a depth required for any investors ready to take control of their financial future by
owning businesses.Personally I am glad I followed by rich dad’s advice and decided to build,
buy, and sell businesses, rather than work for them. I trust you’ll find this book as beneficial to
your financial education as my rich dad’s advice was to me.Robert Kiyosaki~~~Forewordby
Robert KiyosakiMy poor dad encouraged me to get a good education so I could find a secure
job working for a good business. My rich dad did not offer the same advice. Instead he said,
“The richest people in the world learn to buy and sell businesses, not work for them.”It is a great
pleasure to add to the Rich Dad Advisor series, this very important book. Garrett Sutton’s
information is priceless for anyone who wants to increase his or her knowledge of the often
secret world of the rich, what the rich invest in, and some of the reasons why the rich get
richer.Years ago my rich dad taught me that there are three main asset classes investors invest
in. They are businesses, paper assets, and real estate. In today’s world of shaken investor
confidence in the stock market, less than honest financial practices by corporate executives,
insider trading, and questionable accounting practices, this book on buying and selling



businesses offers investors choices beyond the tarnished world of paper assets and overpriced
real estate.Buying and selling businesses is not for the average investor. In fact, if you do now
know what you are doing, buying and selling businesses can be the riskiest of all the three
investment classes. At the same time, buying and selling businesses can be by far the most
profitable of all the three asset classes…again if you know what you are doing. That is why this
book is so important. It gives the Rich Dad Advisors series of books, a deeper look into the world
of business, a depth required for any investors ready to take control of their financial future by
owning businesses.Personally I am glad I followed by rich dad’s advice and decided to build,
buy, and sell businesses, rather than work for them. I trust you’ll find this book as beneficial to
your financial education as my rich dad’s advice was to me.Robert
Kiyosaki~~~IntroductionCongratulations. By reading this book you are going to learn the steps
and strategies necessary to successfully buy and sell a business. The key word from that last
sentence is “successfully,” for there are many risks and challenges to master and overcome
when buying and selling a business. But by applying the information you are about to gain,
combined with using your professional team of advisors at the right times, you will come out of a
business purchase transaction successfully and to your benefit.So, let’s get
started...~~~IntroductionCongratulations. By reading this book you are going to learn the steps
and strategies necessary to successfully buy and sell a business. The key word from that last
sentence is “successfully,” for there are many risks and challenges to master and overcome
when buying and selling a business. But by applying the information you are about to gain,
combined with using your professional team of advisors at the right times, you will come out of a
business purchase transaction successfully and to your benefit.So, let’s get
started...~~~Chapter OneBefore You BeginBeing Your Own BossIt sounds like paradise – being
your own boss. Owning your own business, setting your own hours, answering to no one, even
dressing how you like. Robert Kiyosaki’s Rich Dad advocates owning businesses, ideally
managed by others, for the income they generate and the freedom they can provide. But
whether you are a non managing entrepreneur or a day-to-day boss, being the owner also
means taking the responsibility – all the responsibility – for the business’s health. The success or
failure of your business (and correspondingly your personal financial success) lies squarely on
your shoulders. There are no sick days, no vacation pay, no downsizing opportunities. A turn in
the economy no longer means only worry over job security, but worry over utter financial ruin.
There are no security blankets in the entrepreneurial world, so you’d better know from the start if
you are a Linus or a Lucy. Linus was the intellectual of the Peanuts gang, but he required
security. Lucy was the go-getter, schemer who never thought anything through. Somewhere
between the personalities of this brother-sister duo is the ideal entrepreneur. Do you have the
right entrepreneurial personality?Before you buy a business, recognize that knowing your
strengths and weaknesses going in can save you hours, possibly years, of frustration, as well as
limit your financial risk. Ask yourself some questions. Here are a few with which to start:• How
does your education compare to the demands of the industry you plan to enter?• Do you know



how to track financials and plan for taxes?• How do you feel about sales and marketing? How
does your experience stack up?• Do your skills lend themselves to running the type of business
you are considering?• Will your needs be met by your skills? If not, are these skills ones you can
learn? If so, how long will it take you to get up to speed?• On a more interior level, how do the
needs of the business fit your personality? If you don’t really like people, you may not enjoy
retail. If you abhor math, the intense financial and money management aspects of manufacturing
won’t likely be to your liking.• Some businesses live and die at the feet of a strong leader. The
identity of the business may be the identity of the owner. Can you be all things to all people?•
Some businesses require travel or heavy lifting or working nights, weekends and holidays. Does
your lifestyle allow for that? Are you willing to make the necessary changes? The odds of
succeeding at a business you don’t like, or whose demands do not naturally suit you, aren’t
good. Go with what you enjoy, what you know, or what you can learn.• How do your goals
measure up to what the business can realistically offer? Passion will take you far, knowledge
even further, but in the end it may be the numbers that tell the tale. So don’t make decisions
without them. Let your passion be for your objectives, even an industry, but not a particular
business. Let your heart have its say, but let your head lead the way.• Will you be a good
entrepreneur? Consider the following:1. Do you need a lot of supervision or do you find your
own way?2. Are you trusted by others?3. Are you responsible by choice or by force?4. Are you
a people person?5. Are you a leader?6. Are you willing to go the distance even if there is no
immediate reward in sight?7. Are you a decision-maker?8. Can you put the big picture before
immediate reward?9. Do you finish what you start?• Do you know who you are and what you
want? Pull out your resume. Analyze it realistically. Write out your goals. Write out the realistic
potential of the company you are considering. Imagine yourself running the company. Be
specific. There is power in the specificity of written goals: Let them guide you in deciding if you
are right for the business and if the business is right for you.• How will your family adapt? Now,
before any papers are signed and any obligations finalized, is the time to bring in family
considerations.1. What will the extra hours and extra worry do to your family?2. Will family
members be able or willing to help carry the load?3. How will the decrease in financial security
affect the cohesiveness of your family?4. Is it worth giving up the concreteness of paychecks,
insurance, retirement benefits, vacation and the like for the pride of ownership and the hopes of
long-term payoff? In the language of Robert Kiyosaki’s Cash Flow Quadrant, are you ready to go
from being an E (Employee) to an S (Self-Employed Business Owner) to hopefully a B (Owner of
a Business Managed by Others).5. What is the flexibility of family members – financially,
psychologically and emotionally? Make sure you know everyone’s needs and consider whether
this purchase will meet those needs.6. If you don’t get family support, will you be able to do it on
your own? Family-run businesses don’t necessarily put the whole family to work. If you expect
help from a spouse, children or others, you need to get their support long before the closing.•
Are you running from something (dead-end job, mind-numbing boredom, the boss from hell) or
toward something (self-esteem, independence, creativity)? If you are running from something,



no business will take you far enough. But if you are running toward something, the distance will
be greatly shortened with a bit of forethought and planning.Why Buy (vs. Start Up)Preparation
and hard work can lead to personal fulfillment, a career you control and financial independence.
When you’re the boss, you determine how much time you put in and how much money you take
out. When success does come, it is your success. Your hours lead to your income. You are not
just lining someone else’s pockets.There is much less financial risk involved with buying an
existing business than with starting one up. It is that initial period from startup to breaking even
that is the most deadly for a business. An existing business must be doing something right to still
be in existence. The rewards of ownership and independence are the same for a startup and for
an existing business, but an existing business has a past to help guide the future. A path has
been cleared for new owners to tread.History is a valuable tool in any business. There is a level
of expectation – a theoretical roadmap for the future. It is this aura of predictability that makes
financing a purchase easier than financing a startup. The existing business has financial
statements, assets, cash flow – in short, collateral that can be used for bank loans. And if the
banks prove uninterested, many a motivated seller will help out with the financing, often with
better terms than a commercial lender. An owner may even stick around after the sale to help
with the often complicated, always delicate transition period.We live in a time when small
businesses are not only able to exist alongside big businesses; they are able to thrive.
Technology has made access nearly seamless. Your business can reach customers on the other
side of the world just as easily as the other side of the street. Fax, E-mail, Internet, video
conferencing, printed material – all allow a local business to reach a global market while keeping
overhead low and inventory small. These avenues may not have been explored by a company’s
current owner and could be the difference between his or her getting by and your getting
ahead.Why Sell (vs. Hang On)The best time to sell is when the economy and the industry are in
good shape. While sellers have little or no control over these factors, they can keep their
companies in prime selling condition in order to take advantage of unforeseen opportunities. A
well-run business is a valuable commodity in any market. Knowing economic and industry norms
and how the company stacks up against them will help a seller set the best price should he or
she decide to sell.Sometimes events completely out of a seller’s sphere of influence pop up and
motivate a sale. Some of these include:1. Change in the competition (such as when a large
company decides to move into the arena and is looking for a company to buy)2. Death of a
partner or a majority shareholder (the owner may have to sell to pay off other partners or to
divide up the deceased’s estate)3. The owner’s own heirs don’t want the company (or are not
competent to run it)4. Unexpected changes in finances (such as from divorce or medical
emergencies)5. Changes in the rules (such as zoning changes or new laws)Sometimes events
completely within the seller’s sphere of influence are prompting the sale. Sellers must
understand their motivations to avoid making a mistake.Burnout is a common sale motivator. But
burnout is seldom long-term; a sale is. Maybe the seller just needs a vacation or shorter hours.
Maybe he or she needs to shake things up and bring the fun and adventure back into the



business. If the owner decided to sell, that freedom (just as with short-timer’s syndrome in the
workaday world) might prompt him or her to make changes. Sellers, why not make those
changes now?TimingTiming is important whether buying or selling a business. The health of the
overall economy, the state of the company’s specific industry, and the condition of the company
all play into the decision-making process. The overall economy’s health may dictate the
availability of loans while also coloring the perspective of potential buyers. Good economic times
breed optimistic buyers. Optimistic buyers have rosier hopes for the future, and it is this future
they are purchasing. The state of the target company’s industry and the health of the target
business help define levels of perceived risk. Lower risk means higher prices, even if those risks
are only in the eye of the beholder.While buyers and sellers have no control over the health of
the economy or even the state of the industry, assessing trends and perceptions will greatly
influence their ability to be in the right place at the right time. The key ingredient to good luck is
good planning.Economic slumps may be good news for buyers. If buyers have the purchasing
power (or better yet, the cash), there are usually bargains to be had during a recession. Of
course, the risks are higher. After all, buyers are likely buying in the hopes of the economy
turning around. Eventually it will, but weathering the storm can be an expensive
proposition.Economic booms may be good news for sellers. Optimism loosens purse strings.
But higher purchase prices generally mean more debt for the buyer and if optimism turns out to
be unfounded, carrying a company with significant debt and insufficient valuation may require a
buyer to sell. A struggling company in a struggling economy is the worst of all situations for the
seller.Either way, in good economies or bad, buyers want to be sure they have enough money on
hand to cover not only the purchase but also the initial slump that generally accompanies new
ownership.Risk of No SaleImagine putting a company up for sale and getting no offers. Or
getting only low offers. What went wrong? Maybe the asking price was too high. This would be
the time for the seller to go back to the value analysis and reconsider the assumptions used in
projections of future sales. Were the assumptions realistic? If the owner still wants to sell, he or
she will need to consider lowering the price or taking the company off the market. If the former,
the seller may need an ego check first. If the latter, damage control is warranted.A good way to
understand some of the concepts we’re discussing is through the use of case studies. Our first
one is instructive.Case No. 1 – Walter, Peter and AnianWalter owned a chain of three closet
design and home organizing businesses in a large, populous state. Walter did a fair amount of
advertising and so many people throughout the region knew of The Closet Admiral.Walter had
built the business up to the point where he could step away and do other things. He had brought
in Peter to be the general manager of the three closet design businesses. Peter, being
aggressive and confident in his abilities, insisted that he be able to acquire an ownership interest
in the business over time. Walter agreed to this, but beyond an acceptance in principal, the
negotiations had not yet begun and the terms for an acquisition of ownership had not even been
discussed.Shortly thereafter, Walter’s plans for the business changed. An opportunity to own an
even more profitable business with a much greater upside potential had landed in Walter’s lap.



To pull it off, he would have to sell The Closet Admiral in order to generate enough cash for the
down payment he needed on the new business.Walter decided to quietly solicit offers to
purchase The Closet Admiral. He wanted to fly under the radar, so that no one would know of, or
impede, his future plans. He didn’t tell Peter or his banker or any of his inside circle of
advisors.Anian owned a chain of five closet design locations in the southern part of the state.
She was a hard-nosed businesswoman, always interested in a deal. When Walter approached
her about a quiet sale she responded with interest. On a handshake, she agreed to keep the
whole matter confidential. In reality, she just wanted to see Walter’s books. She wanted to know
how he had been able to expand so quickly.After reviewing the books, Anian placed two
disastrous phone calls. First, she called Walter’s banker to demand why she couldn’t get the
same favorable terms that Walter had received for equipment purchases. The banker was very
angry that the confidential relationship between he and Walter had been compromised. Then,
Anian called Peter to see if he would work for her. Peter learned for the first time that the
business he thought he had an ownership interest in was for sale. He was furious at Walter for
what he considered to be an offensive betrayal of trust.Both Peter and the banker refused to do
business with Walter again. Peter quit in a very loud and derisive manner, encouraging other
employees to quit as well, many of whom did. The banker called several of Walter’s promissory
notes, forcing Walter to scramble to find alternative financing, and killing all of Walter’s hopes for
completing the other business opportunity he had sought to pursue.The disruption caused
Walter to almost lose the business. When the employees left they took some of their regular
referral sources with them. Some of his best employees started working at two new, very
competitive closet design firms – that Anian had opened up in the area.Walter hung on by
assuring the remaining employees that they would always have a place to work, that he was not
selling the business, and that their job security was as important to him as it was to them. It took
almost a year, but Walter brought the business back. And he had learned a very valuable lesson
about the confidentiality needed when selling a business, and the care needed in selecting the
right potential buyers.As we have just seen, company sales affect more than just buyers and
sellers. Customers, vendors and employees can all find out about the possibility of a sale, and
emotional reactions are inevitable. Fear of what is to come may have some already looking for
new suppliers, customers and jobs. The fallout can be far-reaching without the owner ever even
knowing about it. Therefore, sellers need to be proactive from the beginning. Confidentiality
agreements are a must to keep the news of a sale on a need-to-know basis. The agreement
should be in writing with, if possible, a damage provision for the unauthorized release of
confidential information. However, this type of contractual provision will only take the seller so far.
Once the others find out, or are likely about to find out (and be assured, they WILL learn of a
potential sale), the seller needs to start talking and alleviating fears. And you’d better have your
story consistent and down pat, because your employees are going to want to hear something
that is reasonable, reassuring and makes sense.How to Handle a Failed SaleIf the sale does not
go through and the company is taken off the market, the owner will need to talk to those involved



and reassure them all that he or she is committed to the business and looking forward to future
success. Any sense of failure projected by an owner will lead others into the cycle of uncertainty.
As we all know from experience, uncertainty leads to fear. Fear leads to grasping for safety. And
that search for safety can mean customers, vendors and employees finding new opportunities
elsewhere and leaving the owner behind.To allay customer fears after deciding not to sell,
owners should redouble customer service efforts. It is unlikely that most customers will even
know there was the potential of a sale, but the owner has no way of knowing who might or might
not have heard the news. Customer service never hurts a business and making service a priority
not only convinces those who did hear that you are recommitted to the business but may
increase loyalty of those who never even knew anything was in the offing. For those who ask
what happened, be frank but don’t give away details. Customers need reassurance, not a lesson
in capitalism. As Henry Ford said, “Never complain, never explain.”The fallout with vendors could
have financial consequences. Most vendors have relationships with owners based on long-term
rewards. They may offer good credit deals in hopes of keeping an owner’s business for a long
time. The news of a company being up for sale makes those long-term hopes less likely. Don’t
expect the news of the sale not going through to be a relief. It is likely that vendors will now see
the company as a short-term investment (they will be wondering if the owner is still trying to sell,
questioning his or her commitment). This is especially true with smaller, privately held
businesses where relationships are more intimate. Owners may find vendors have hurt feelings
about being kept in the dark. While from your perspective it is none of their business, from their
viewpoint it is their business. Your business is their business. Appreciating their position will help
in understanding the dynamics involved.Employees likely will be relieved the company is no
longer for sale, but they may have some of the same feelings as vendors and customers. They
may still question owner loyalty. Once that happens, their own levels of loyalty are likely to
decrease as they turn more toward protecting themselves. Morale is likely down. Owners might
consider having a company party or perhaps a team-building retreat to reinvigorate the
company.No matter what work the owner puts in, the damage may be done. In the end, there is
still the danger that not selling will cost the owner more than dropping the price would
have.~*~*~Rich Dad’s Tips• Know your strengths and weaknesses before buying a business.•
Be prepared to accept complete personal responsibility for the success or failure of your
business.• As a seller of a business know and understand the consequences of a failed
business sale.~*~*~Let’s now review the strategies of buyers and sellers ...~~~Chapter
OneBefore You BeginBeing Your Own BossIt sounds like paradise – being your own boss.
Owning your own business, setting your own hours, answering to no one, even dressing how
you like. Robert Kiyosaki’s Rich Dad advocates owning businesses, ideally managed by others,
for the income they generate and the freedom they can provide. But whether you are a non
managing entrepreneur or a day-to-day boss, being the owner also means taking the
responsibility – all the responsibility – for the business’s health. The success or failure of your
business (and correspondingly your personal financial success) lies squarely on your shoulders.



There are no sick days, no vacation pay, no downsizing opportunities. A turn in the economy no
longer means only worry over job security, but worry over utter financial ruin. There are no
security blankets in the entrepreneurial world, so you’d better know from the start if you are a
Linus or a Lucy. Linus was the intellectual of the Peanuts gang, but he required security. Lucy
was the go-getter, schemer who never thought anything through. Somewhere between the
personalities of this brother-sister duo is the ideal entrepreneur. Do you have the right
entrepreneurial personality?Before you buy a business, recognize that knowing your strengths
and weaknesses going in can save you hours, possibly years, of frustration, as well as limit your
financial risk. Ask yourself some questions. Here are a few with which to start:• How does your
education compare to the demands of the industry you plan to enter?• Do you know how to
track financials and plan for taxes?• How do you feel about sales and marketing? How does
your experience stack up?• Do your skills lend themselves to running the type of business you
are considering?• Will your needs be met by your skills? If not, are these skills ones you can
learn? If so, how long will it take you to get up to speed?• On a more interior level, how do the
needs of the business fit your personality? If you don’t really like people, you may not enjoy
retail. If you abhor math, the intense financial and money management aspects of manufacturing
won’t likely be to your liking.• Some businesses live and die at the feet of a strong leader. The
identity of the business may be the identity of the owner. Can you be all things to all people?•
Some businesses require travel or heavy lifting or working nights, weekends and holidays. Does
your lifestyle allow for that? Are you willing to make the necessary changes? The odds of
succeeding at a business you don’t like, or whose demands do not naturally suit you, aren’t
good. Go with what you enjoy, what you know, or what you can learn.• How do your goals
measure up to what the business can realistically offer? Passion will take you far, knowledge
even further, but in the end it may be the numbers that tell the tale. So don’t make decisions
without them. Let your passion be for your objectives, even an industry, but not a particular
business. Let your heart have its say, but let your head lead the way.• Will you be a good
entrepreneur? Consider the following:1. Do you need a lot of supervision or do you find your
own way?2. Are you trusted by others?3. Are you responsible by choice or by force?4. Are you
a people person?5. Are you a leader?6. Are you willing to go the distance even if there is no
immediate reward in sight?7. Are you a decision-maker?8. Can you put the big picture before
immediate reward?9. Do you finish what you start?• Do you know who you are and what you
want? Pull out your resume. Analyze it realistically. Write out your goals. Write out the realistic
potential of the company you are considering. Imagine yourself running the company. Be
specific. There is power in the specificity of written goals: Let them guide you in deciding if you
are right for the business and if the business is right for you.• How will your family adapt? Now,
before any papers are signed and any obligations finalized, is the time to bring in family
considerations.1. What will the extra hours and extra worry do to your family?2. Will family
members be able or willing to help carry the load?3. How will the decrease in financial security
affect the cohesiveness of your family?4. Is it worth giving up the concreteness of paychecks,



insurance, retirement benefits, vacation and the like for the pride of ownership and the hopes of
long-term payoff? In the language of Robert Kiyosaki’s Cash Flow Quadrant, are you ready to go
from being an E (Employee) to an S (Self-Employed Business Owner) to hopefully a B (Owner of
a Business Managed by Others).5. What is the flexibility of family members – financially,
psychologically and emotionally? Make sure you know everyone’s needs and consider whether
this purchase will meet those needs.6. If you don’t get family support, will you be able to do it on
your own? Family-run businesses don’t necessarily put the whole family to work. If you expect
help from a spouse, children or others, you need to get their support long before the closing.•
Are you running from something (dead-end job, mind-numbing boredom, the boss from hell) or
toward something (self-esteem, independence, creativity)? If you are running from something,
no business will take you far enough. But if you are running toward something, the distance will
be greatly shortened with a bit of forethought and planning.Why Buy (vs. Start Up)Preparation
and hard work can lead to personal fulfillment, a career you control and financial independence.
When you’re the boss, you determine how much time you put in and how much money you take
out. When success does come, it is your success. Your hours lead to your income. You are not
just lining someone else’s pockets.There is much less financial risk involved with buying an
existing business than with starting one up. It is that initial period from startup to breaking even
that is the most deadly for a business. An existing business must be doing something right to still
be in existence. The rewards of ownership and independence are the same for a startup and for
an existing business, but an existing business has a past to help guide the future. A path has
been cleared for new owners to tread.History is a valuable tool in any business. There is a level
of expectation – a theoretical roadmap for the future. It is this aura of predictability that makes
financing a purchase easier than financing a startup. The existing business has financial
statements, assets, cash flow – in short, collateral that can be used for bank loans. And if the
banks prove uninterested, many a motivated seller will help out with the financing, often with
better terms than a commercial lender. An owner may even stick around after the sale to help
with the often complicated, always delicate transition period.We live in a time when small
businesses are not only able to exist alongside big businesses; they are able to thrive.
Technology has made access nearly seamless. Your business can reach customers on the other
side of the world just as easily as the other side of the street. Fax, E-mail, Internet, video
conferencing, printed material – all allow a local business to reach a global market while keeping
overhead low and inventory small. These avenues may not have been explored by a company’s
current owner and could be the difference between his or her getting by and your getting
ahead.Why Sell (vs. Hang On)The best time to sell is when the economy and the industry are in
good shape. While sellers have little or no control over these factors, they can keep their
companies in prime selling condition in order to take advantage of unforeseen opportunities. A
well-run business is a valuable commodity in any market. Knowing economic and industry norms
and how the company stacks up against them will help a seller set the best price should he or
she decide to sell.Sometimes events completely out of a seller’s sphere of influence pop up and



motivate a sale. Some of these include:1. Change in the competition (such as when a large
company decides to move into the arena and is looking for a company to buy)2. Death of a
partner or a majority shareholder (the owner may have to sell to pay off other partners or to
divide up the deceased’s estate)3. The owner’s own heirs don’t want the company (or are not
competent to run it)4. Unexpected changes in finances (such as from divorce or medical
emergencies)5. Changes in the rules (such as zoning changes or new laws)Sometimes events
completely within the seller’s sphere of influence are prompting the sale. Sellers must
understand their motivations to avoid making a mistake.Burnout is a common sale motivator. But
burnout is seldom long-term; a sale is. Maybe the seller just needs a vacation or shorter hours.
Maybe he or she needs to shake things up and bring the fun and adventure back into the
business. If the owner decided to sell, that freedom (just as with short-timer’s syndrome in the
workaday world) might prompt him or her to make changes. Sellers, why not make those
changes now?TimingTiming is important whether buying or selling a business. The health of the
overall economy, the state of the company’s specific industry, and the condition of the company
all play into the decision-making process. The overall economy’s health may dictate the
availability of loans while also coloring the perspective of potential buyers. Good economic times
breed optimistic buyers. Optimistic buyers have rosier hopes for the future, and it is this future
they are purchasing. The state of the target company’s industry and the health of the target
business help define levels of perceived risk. Lower risk means higher prices, even if those risks
are only in the eye of the beholder.While buyers and sellers have no control over the health of
the economy or even the state of the industry, assessing trends and perceptions will greatly
influence their ability to be in the right place at the right time. The key ingredient to good luck is
good planning.Economic slumps may be good news for buyers. If buyers have the purchasing
power (or better yet, the cash), there are usually bargains to be had during a recession. Of
course, the risks are higher. After all, buyers are likely buying in the hopes of the economy
turning around. Eventually it will, but weathering the storm can be an expensive
proposition.Economic booms may be good news for sellers. Optimism loosens purse strings.
But higher purchase prices generally mean more debt for the buyer and if optimism turns out to
be unfounded, carrying a company with significant debt and insufficient valuation may require a
buyer to sell. A struggling company in a struggling economy is the worst of all situations for the
seller.Either way, in good economies or bad, buyers want to be sure they have enough money on
hand to cover not only the purchase but also the initial slump that generally accompanies new
ownership.Risk of No SaleImagine putting a company up for sale and getting no offers. Or
getting only low offers. What went wrong? Maybe the asking price was too high. This would be
the time for the seller to go back to the value analysis and reconsider the assumptions used in
projections of future sales. Were the assumptions realistic? If the owner still wants to sell, he or
she will need to consider lowering the price or taking the company off the market. If the former,
the seller may need an ego check first. If the latter, damage control is warranted.A good way to
understand some of the concepts we’re discussing is through the use of case studies. Our first



one is instructive.Case No. 1 – Walter, Peter and AnianWalter owned a chain of three closet
design and home organizing businesses in a large, populous state. Walter did a fair amount of
advertising and so many people throughout the region knew of The Closet Admiral.Walter had
built the business up to the point where he could step away and do other things. He had brought
in Peter to be the general manager of the three closet design businesses. Peter, being
aggressive and confident in his abilities, insisted that he be able to acquire an ownership interest
in the business over time. Walter agreed to this, but beyond an acceptance in principal, the
negotiations had not yet begun and the terms for an acquisition of ownership had not even been
discussed.Shortly thereafter, Walter’s plans for the business changed. An opportunity to own an
even more profitable business with a much greater upside potential had landed in Walter’s lap.
To pull it off, he would have to sell The Closet Admiral in order to generate enough cash for the
down payment he needed on the new business.Walter decided to quietly solicit offers to
purchase The Closet Admiral. He wanted to fly under the radar, so that no one would know of, or
impede, his future plans. He didn’t tell Peter or his banker or any of his inside circle of
advisors.Anian owned a chain of five closet design locations in the southern part of the state.
She was a hard-nosed businesswoman, always interested in a deal. When Walter approached
her about a quiet sale she responded with interest. On a handshake, she agreed to keep the
whole matter confidential. In reality, she just wanted to see Walter’s books. She wanted to know
how he had been able to expand so quickly.After reviewing the books, Anian placed two
disastrous phone calls. First, she called Walter’s banker to demand why she couldn’t get the
same favorable terms that Walter had received for equipment purchases. The banker was very
angry that the confidential relationship between he and Walter had been compromised. Then,
Anian called Peter to see if he would work for her. Peter learned for the first time that the
business he thought he had an ownership interest in was for sale. He was furious at Walter for
what he considered to be an offensive betrayal of trust.Both Peter and the banker refused to do
business with Walter again. Peter quit in a very loud and derisive manner, encouraging other
employees to quit as well, many of whom did. The banker called several of Walter’s promissory
notes, forcing Walter to scramble to find alternative financing, and killing all of Walter’s hopes for
completing the other business opportunity he had sought to pursue.The disruption caused
Walter to almost lose the business. When the employees left they took some of their regular
referral sources with them. Some of his best employees started working at two new, very
competitive closet design firms – that Anian had opened up in the area.Walter hung on by
assuring the remaining employees that they would always have a place to work, that he was not
selling the business, and that their job security was as important to him as it was to them. It took
almost a year, but Walter brought the business back. And he had learned a very valuable lesson
about the confidentiality needed when selling a business, and the care needed in selecting the
right potential buyers.As we have just seen, company sales affect more than just buyers and
sellers. Customers, vendors and employees can all find out about the possibility of a sale, and
emotional reactions are inevitable. Fear of what is to come may have some already looking for



new suppliers, customers and jobs. The fallout can be far-reaching without the owner ever even
knowing about it. Therefore, sellers need to be proactive from the beginning. Confidentiality
agreements are a must to keep the news of a sale on a need-to-know basis. The agreement
should be in writing with, if possible, a damage provision for the unauthorized release of
confidential information. However, this type of contractual provision will only take the seller so far.
Once the others find out, or are likely about to find out (and be assured, they WILL learn of a
potential sale), the seller needs to start talking and alleviating fears. And you’d better have your
story consistent and down pat, because your employees are going to want to hear something
that is reasonable, reassuring and makes sense.How to Handle a Failed SaleIf the sale does not
go through and the company is taken off the market, the owner will need to talk to those involved
and reassure them all that he or she is committed to the business and looking forward to future
success. Any sense of failure projected by an owner will lead others into the cycle of uncertainty.
As we all know from experience, uncertainty leads to fear. Fear leads to grasping for safety. And
that search for safety can mean customers, vendors and employees finding new opportunities
elsewhere and leaving the owner behind.To allay customer fears after deciding not to sell,
owners should redouble customer service efforts. It is unlikely that most customers will even
know there was the potential of a sale, but the owner has no way of knowing who might or might
not have heard the news. Customer service never hurts a business and making service a priority
not only convinces those who did hear that you are recommitted to the business but may
increase loyalty of those who never even knew anything was in the offing. For those who ask
what happened, be frank but don’t give away details. Customers need reassurance, not a lesson
in capitalism. As Henry Ford said, “Never complain, never explain.”The fallout with vendors could
have financial consequences. Most vendors have relationships with owners based on long-term
rewards. They may offer good credit deals in hopes of keeping an owner’s business for a long
time. The news of a company being up for sale makes those long-term hopes less likely. Don’t
expect the news of the sale not going through to be a relief. It is likely that vendors will now see
the company as a short-term investment (they will be wondering if the owner is still trying to sell,
questioning his or her commitment). This is especially true with smaller, privately held
businesses where relationships are more intimate. Owners may find vendors have hurt feelings
about being kept in the dark. While from your perspective it is none of their business, from their
viewpoint it is their business. Your business is their business. Appreciating their position will help
in understanding the dynamics involved.Employees likely will be relieved the company is no
longer for sale, but they may have some of the same feelings as vendors and customers. They
may still question owner loyalty. Once that happens, their own levels of loyalty are likely to
decrease as they turn more toward protecting themselves. Morale is likely down. Owners might
consider having a company party or perhaps a team-building retreat to reinvigorate the
company.No matter what work the owner puts in, the damage may be done. In the end, there is
still the danger that not selling will cost the owner more than dropping the price would
have.~*~*~Rich Dad’s Tips• Know your strengths and weaknesses before buying a business.•



Be prepared to accept complete personal responsibility for the success or failure of your
business.• As a seller of a business know and understand the consequences of a failed
business sale.~*~*~Let’s now review the strategies of buyers and sellers ...~~~Chapter
TwoBuyers and SellersBuyer Strategy/Seller StrategyJust as with so many other things in life, it
takes two to buy a business. A buyer and a seller are the key ingredients. Brokers, accountants,
lawyers and other experts make sure everything is in the right measure and you don’t get
burned. But without a willing buyer and a motivated seller there is no deal. And they may have
more in common than they think.Both the buyer and the seller want the company sold. Both want
as painless a process as possible. Both want it over quickly. Neither wants to get very far into the
deal and have it fall apart. Neither wants the word to get out that the deal is in process. And
neither wants the business to fail.With so much in common, how could anything go wrong?
Simple, buyers and sellers speak different languages. Each is reading for different clues,
deciphering vastly different nuances, viewing the whole process through a different set of lenses.
And this is exactly as it should be. Friendly skepticism is the ideal in all adversarial transactions.
Former American President, Ronald Reagan, used to chide the then-Soviet Premier, Mikhail
Gorbachev, with the phrase “Trust, but Verify.” The United States was willing to accept what the
Russians said was true only after the United States had verified it to be true. As with nuclear
warheads, the same is true for deal points. While negotiations may be pleasant exchanges and
the buyer and seller may become best buddies after all is said and done, neither should lose
that sense of skepticism and the need to verify key points.It goes without saying that the wants
and needs of buyers and sellers are often at odds with one another. Knowing these wants and
needs, being able to put yourself in the other party’s shoes, will help in reaching a deal that is
acceptable to both sides. Or it may just as easily assist in a deal not coming together. It should
be noted that not every deal is finalized, nor should they be concluded. Some deals you will walk
away from, a few you will run from. By following the key elements we discuss in this book, by
using your intuition and judgment, you will know which deals to complete and which to discard
as unrealistic, overpriced or downright scary.As a general overview, the buyer is watching the
road ahead. All discussions are filtered through a view of future goals. In contrast, the seller is
watching the rearview mirror. All discussions are filtered through historical contexts. While both
may be in the same room, they often hear different conversations due to their respective filters.
Knowing this and trying to see through the other’s filter can make the whole process a little more
clear.Know your audience. Both buyer and seller are auditioning. Both are posturing. The buyer
wants to convince the seller that he or she has the financial and moral wherewithal to live up to
contractual obligations. The seller wants to convince the buyer that his or her company is the
best bargain going. It’s important to remember who the audience is in order to give it what it
wants. For example, if the seller is concerned about the future of employee positions and the
buyer is only focusing on streamlining management, neither will be satisfied.Case No. 2 – Paris
and RichardParis was an up-and-coming real estate broker in an affluent area. He had attracted
a following by providing excellent and expert service, as well as by being involved in every civic



group in town. He was unapologetically aggressive in all of his dealings. He was working for a
large national brokerage firm, but was ready to branch out on his own. Rather than build up a
real-estate company from scratch, he wanted to save, in his estimation, ten years in establishing
name recognition by acquiring an existing business.Richard owned Piedmont Realty, which had
three decent producing offices, thirty brokers and had been in business for over forty-five years.
Richard was considering retirement but was concerned about what would happen to the other
brokers in the office, whom he considered to be family. When Paris approached him about
selling, he was hesitant. He was unsure if Paris was the right person to continue the family
tradition of Piedmont Realty.But Richard was encouraged by his attorney to consider Paris’
expression of interest. The attorney explained that if Richard retired without selling the business
his family of brokers would be disbanded anyway. It was at least worth listening to what Paris
had to offer.A contract was drawn up by Richard’s attorney requiring Paris to keep the entire
transaction confidential. He was not allowed to speak to any of Richard’s brokers, vendors or
customers about the potential purchase. Paris was allowed to review Richard’s financial books
and records and speak to Richard’s CPA about the business. He was allowed after-hours access
to the office, accompanied by Richard, and that was all. He was given two weeks to engage in a
due diligence (investigative) review of Piedmont Realty. Richard didn’t want to waste a lot of time
and money on a transaction he didn’t see working out anyway.Eleven days later, after reviewing
the relevant documents and sizing up office procedures, Paris met with Richard. The fatal
posturing began. Paris started by pointing out that Piedmont Realty was not search engine
optimized. No one could find Piedmont Realty on the internet, which was now a key to real
estate success. Paris told Richard to bring Piedmont Realty to current information technology
standards would cost $50,000. Paris then said that any purchase price they agreed upon would
have to be reduced by $50,000 since that is what Paris would have to invest to get Piedmont
Realty found on the internet.Richard was offended by this opening gambit. He didn’t like the way
Paris was handling things, so he cut to the chase. Three key brokers had been with Piedmont
Realty for a long time. Cowboy, Jimmie and Evalynn had helped him through thick and thin, and
Richard wanted a guarantee that the three could remain for as long as they wanted.Paris had
crunched the numbers. On a per-desk basis, accounting for all overhead and administrative
items, each broker had to bring in $3,500 per month for Piedmont Realty to break even. Only
Cowboy was meeting that monthly nut. The company was losing thousands per year by having
Jimmie and Evalynn, now less productive brokers, taking up desk space. Paris said they would
be given six months to increase their productivity to above break-even. If they couldn’t do it, their
desk would be given to a more aggressive broker.That was all Richard needed to hear. Right
then and there he decided he would never sell his company to Paris. He would rather lose some
money and allow the company to slowly wither away, if that was to be its fate, than to ever make
(or allow someone else to make) production demands on the key employees who got him there
in the first place.For Paris’ part, he moved onto the next seller. While he understood Richard’s
loyalty to his employees, he was a dispassionate buyer. He could never own a business where



there were constraints on who he could terminate. If Richard couldn’t get past his ego and
emotion to conclude a sale, so be it. Paris was unemotional and would look elsewhere.As the
case illustrates, frequently the objectives of the buyer and seller are going to be very different.
Better to spend a short period of time – a two-week due diligence review – and see if the
differences are too large to overcome, than spend months and months of time before getting to
the central issues motivating the buyer and seller. This strategy allowed Paris to get to the heart
of the matter and move on. It also saved both Paris and Richard from the high legal fees that can
add up in the sale of a business. Understanding and overcoming each party’s objectives early on
can help lead to a successful sale. The longer key objectives are left unaddressed, the more
likely they will be left to explode at the end, thus potentially derailing any sale and wasting a lot of
time and money in the process.The SellerAs a seller, you are looking for a buyer. Ideally, you
want to find a buyer who does not compete for your ongoing business, presents the least hassle
after the sale and offers you top dollar. Since there is a chance you may end up working for him
or her after the sale, during the negotiation period, you will also need to evaluate if he or she is
someone with whom you can work.Keep your ego out of the sale. Every buyer will find flaws with
your company – that’s the buyer’s job. A new buyer needs to know how to improve the business.
He or she will want to do things differently than you to make the business more successful. Don’t
take it personally.In our last case, Paris wanted a $50,000 reduction for a lack of information
technology infrastructure. This offended Richard, whose ego and identity were intertwined with
the business. A more dispassionate seller may have resolved to increase their bottom line
selling price by $100,000 to cover the asked-for $50,000 reduction, and privately punish the
buyer another $50,000 for even making such a reduction demand. Remember, he who cares
least wins.The sooner you can let go of your personal feelings about the business, the sooner
real negotiations can begin, and the sooner you can win. Ideally, you should be letting go before
the sale even gets under way. After all, the best deal for the company is not always the best deal
for your ego. Separate the two and you’ll stand a much better chance of winning.Remember that
the buyer is looking to the future and the seller to the past. As a seller, you can use your
hindsight to help the buyer see how rosy the future can be. The rosier the past, the rosier the
future. Good, current, thorough books go a long way toward the fertile fields of a profitable
sale.You need to be able to not only understand what makes your company a viable purchase,
but also how to present it in such a way that others can see its benefits as well. Of course, all
financials should be clear and current, but other documents, such as updated policy manuals,
will help as well. You should formalize all company policies and procedures. The more you have
in writing the easier it will be to overcome the objections of the buyer (or worse yet, the buyer’s
attorney) that the company has no substance. If you know you’re going to sell your business in
two years but haven’t got around to “getting everything down”, do so immediately. You want age
on the documents. The fact that they were prepared one month prior to negotiations for a sale
may be used against you.Some useful documents include:1. A Company policy manual for
employees. Vacation policy, sick leave, overtime, insurance, dress code – all these should be



written down. (But be careful not to create a contract of employment with your employees which
can later form the basis for employee litigation. Work with your attorney to draft the policy manual
in a favorable manner to your company).2. Work procedures manual – detailed, step-by-step
instructions on how various tasks are performed.3. Customer agreements. Get it in writing. A
good, standardized agreement can save everyone from many headaches, including you. If there
are issues involving performance, a good contract will provide a roadmap on how to move
forward.4. Current bylaws and articles of incorporation filed with the state.5. Minutes for every
major corporate decision.6. Current corporate handbook with minutes from required meetings
of both directors and shareholders. (See my book “Start Your Own Corporation” on the
importance of corporate minutes.)7. Current registered agent information.8. All tax
returns.Make sure all documents, especially manuals and policies, are current. Discrepancies
between what you say and what you do could lead to perceptions of integrity problems. Such
perceptions can muddy the waters for the rest of the purchase process.It is best to be
forthcoming with all the facts as you know them. If you have doubts about disclosing something,
disclose it. Sellers are never sued for telling too much, only for not telling enough. Lawyers love
bringing cases involving misrepresentations on the sale of a business. Look at it from their
perspective. They’ve got you as a seller, who has complete information about the business.
They’ve got their client, the buyer, who is a complete innocent, knows nothing about your
business but is willing to pay you millions of dollars, based on your representations. Because
you, the seller, are about to receive millions of dollars from the buyer, you owe that buyer an
ethical and moral duty to disclose everything, warts and all. And if you don’t, if you fail to disclose
one little thing, that lawyer is going to paint you as a corrupt and unethical executive, the kind of
one-dimensional businessman villain you see on poorly-written television shows, out to take
advantage at every turn of innocent and good people everywhere. And guess what? The jury in
your case will eat up this portrayal, as they always do, and you’ll lose. The lesson here is to
disclose everything.The BuyerBuyers analyze sellers, industries and the business up for sale.
Buying a business takes preparation, knowledge and a little bit of faith. The better job you do at
the first two, the easier the third becomes. And while you are doing all this preparation work and
gaining all this knowledge, keep in mind that the acquisition process may take upwards of six
months. In some cases, depending on market conditions, team readiness and overall complexity
of the deal, it may take several years to close the sale. Don’t quit your day job just yet. In fact,
even after all the paperwork is signed and the sale is final, it may be prudent to work both jobs, if
feasible, until the income from your new venture can replace that of your old. If double-duty is not
feasible (for example, if the hours conflict), make sure you are in a financial position to take such
a loss-of-income hit.If you are not an expert in the industry you are considering entering,
become one. Or at least try. Take some classes, read extensively, ask questions of people in the
field, maybe even take a temporary job in that field – take the time necessary to come up to
speed before the close. Being a new owner of a business is a lot like becoming a new parent.
Once you finally have your baby, you won’t have time for anything else – including reading



parenting books. You’d best know how to deal with middle-of-the-night emergencies long before
they occur.If you are an expert in your industry, but don’t have much knowledge of actual
business practices, consider taking a few business courses – business law, accounting and
marketing are a few must-haves. Local colleges and universities are a great resource, but they
are not the only ones. Check with the Small Business Administration to see if there is a Small
Business Development Center (SBDC) near you. You can access their website at . SBDCs offer
free courses, technical assistance and counseling including excellent help from the Service
Corps of Retired Executives (or SCORE), who have their own website, at . Also under the
auspices of the SBA are Business Information Centers offering free access to the latest in high-
tech hardware, software and telecommunications help, as well as training and access to
research tools. Your local or state department of economic development may have information
and training available as well. Take advantage of these resources. They are there to be
used.Don’t underestimate the value of a mentor. Search your network of friends and family for
someone who has found success in the field you want to enter. Then don’t be afraid to ask for
help. Most of us don’t mind being considered an expert (it validates that part of us that believes
we know everything) and are flattered to be asked. You’ll be surprised how many business
people are willing to help an honest and open person who is just starting out.Business has its
own karma in the form of contacts and favors. Networking is the heart of business. Start talking
to people you trust and admire about your plans before you sign anything. Let those with more
experience guide you. As your business becomes successful, you will be in the position to return
the favor. Favors keep businesses running. And being able to help out the right person at the
right time adds to the enjoyment of running a business.Buying a company has more than just
financial liability. You are hooking all your horses to the wagon. Your reputation, your personal
finances, your family’s future and your personnel are all going to be connected to this new
venture. Be sure you have a strategic plan in place before you even begin to look for a company
to buy. Some things to consider are:Chapter TwoBuyers and SellersBuyer Strategy/Seller
StrategyJust as with so many other things in life, it takes two to buy a business. A buyer and a
seller are the key ingredients. Brokers, accountants, lawyers and other experts make sure
everything is in the right measure and you don’t get burned. But without a willing buyer and a
motivated seller there is no deal. And they may have more in common than they think.Both the
buyer and the seller want the company sold. Both want as painless a process as possible. Both
want it over quickly. Neither wants to get very far into the deal and have it fall apart. Neither wants
the word to get out that the deal is in process. And neither wants the business to fail.With so
much in common, how could anything go wrong? Simple, buyers and sellers speak different
languages. Each is reading for different clues, deciphering vastly different nuances, viewing the
whole process through a different set of lenses. And this is exactly as it should be. Friendly
skepticism is the ideal in all adversarial transactions. Former American President, Ronald
Reagan, used to chide the then-Soviet Premier, Mikhail Gorbachev, with the phrase “Trust, but
Verify.” The United States was willing to accept what the Russians said was true only after the



United States had verified it to be true. As with nuclear warheads, the same is true for deal
points. While negotiations may be pleasant exchanges and the buyer and seller may become
best buddies after all is said and done, neither should lose that sense of skepticism and the
need to verify key points.It goes without saying that the wants and needs of buyers and sellers
are often at odds with one another. Knowing these wants and needs, being able to put yourself
in the other party’s shoes, will help in reaching a deal that is acceptable to both sides. Or it may
just as easily assist in a deal not coming together. It should be noted that not every deal is
finalized, nor should they be concluded. Some deals you will walk away from, a few you will run
from. By following the key elements we discuss in this book, by using your intuition and
judgment, you will know which deals to complete and which to discard as unrealistic, overpriced
or downright scary.As a general overview, the buyer is watching the road ahead. All discussions
are filtered through a view of future goals. In contrast, the seller is watching the rearview mirror.
All discussions are filtered through historical contexts. While both may be in the same room, they
often hear different conversations due to their respective filters. Knowing this and trying to see
through the other’s filter can make the whole process a little more clear.Know your audience.
Both buyer and seller are auditioning. Both are posturing. The buyer wants to convince the seller
that he or she has the financial and moral wherewithal to live up to contractual obligations. The
seller wants to convince the buyer that his or her company is the best bargain going. It’s
important to remember who the audience is in order to give it what it wants. For example, if the
seller is concerned about the future of employee positions and the buyer is only focusing on
streamlining management, neither will be satisfied.Case No. 2 – Paris and RichardParis was an
up-and-coming real estate broker in an affluent area. He had attracted a following by providing
excellent and expert service, as well as by being involved in every civic group in town. He was
unapologetically aggressive in all of his dealings. He was working for a large national brokerage
firm, but was ready to branch out on his own. Rather than build up a real-estate company from
scratch, he wanted to save, in his estimation, ten years in establishing name recognition by
acquiring an existing business.Richard owned Piedmont Realty, which had three decent
producing offices, thirty brokers and had been in business for over forty-five years. Richard was
considering retirement but was concerned about what would happen to the other brokers in the
office, whom he considered to be family. When Paris approached him about selling, he was
hesitant. He was unsure if Paris was the right person to continue the family tradition of Piedmont
Realty.But Richard was encouraged by his attorney to consider Paris’ expression of interest. The
attorney explained that if Richard retired without selling the business his family of brokers would
be disbanded anyway. It was at least worth listening to what Paris had to offer.A contract was
drawn up by Richard’s attorney requiring Paris to keep the entire transaction confidential. He was
not allowed to speak to any of Richard’s brokers, vendors or customers about the potential
purchase. Paris was allowed to review Richard’s financial books and records and speak to
Richard’s CPA about the business. He was allowed after-hours access to the office,
accompanied by Richard, and that was all. He was given two weeks to engage in a due diligence



(investigative) review of Piedmont Realty. Richard didn’t want to waste a lot of time and money
on a transaction he didn’t see working out anyway.Eleven days later, after reviewing the relevant
documents and sizing up office procedures, Paris met with Richard. The fatal posturing began.
Paris started by pointing out that Piedmont Realty was not search engine optimized. No one
could find Piedmont Realty on the internet, which was now a key to real estate success. Paris
told Richard to bring Piedmont Realty to current information technology standards would cost
$50,000. Paris then said that any purchase price they agreed upon would have to be reduced by
$50,000 since that is what Paris would have to invest to get Piedmont Realty found on the
internet.Richard was offended by this opening gambit. He didn’t like the way Paris was handling
things, so he cut to the chase. Three key brokers had been with Piedmont Realty for a long time.
Cowboy, Jimmie and Evalynn had helped him through thick and thin, and Richard wanted a
guarantee that the three could remain for as long as they wanted.Paris had crunched the
numbers. On a per-desk basis, accounting for all overhead and administrative items, each
broker had to bring in $3,500 per month for Piedmont Realty to break even. Only Cowboy was
meeting that monthly nut. The company was losing thousands per year by having Jimmie and
Evalynn, now less productive brokers, taking up desk space. Paris said they would be given six
months to increase their productivity to above break-even. If they couldn’t do it, their desk would
be given to a more aggressive broker.That was all Richard needed to hear. Right then and there
he decided he would never sell his company to Paris. He would rather lose some money and
allow the company to slowly wither away, if that was to be its fate, than to ever make (or allow
someone else to make) production demands on the key employees who got him there in the first
place.For Paris’ part, he moved onto the next seller. While he understood Richard’s loyalty to his
employees, he was a dispassionate buyer. He could never own a business where there were
constraints on who he could terminate. If Richard couldn’t get past his ego and emotion to
conclude a sale, so be it. Paris was unemotional and would look elsewhere.As the case
illustrates, frequently the objectives of the buyer and seller are going to be very different. Better
to spend a short period of time – a two-week due diligence review – and see if the differences
are too large to overcome, than spend months and months of time before getting to the central
issues motivating the buyer and seller. This strategy allowed Paris to get to the heart of the
matter and move on. It also saved both Paris and Richard from the high legal fees that can add
up in the sale of a business. Understanding and overcoming each party’s objectives early on can
help lead to a successful sale. The longer key objectives are left unaddressed, the more likely
they will be left to explode at the end, thus potentially derailing any sale and wasting a lot of time
and money in the process.The SellerAs a seller, you are looking for a buyer. Ideally, you want to
find a buyer who does not compete for your ongoing business, presents the least hassle after
the sale and offers you top dollar. Since there is a chance you may end up working for him or her
after the sale, during the negotiation period, you will also need to evaluate if he or she is
someone with whom you can work.Keep your ego out of the sale. Every buyer will find flaws with
your company – that’s the buyer’s job. A new buyer needs to know how to improve the business.



He or she will want to do things differently than you to make the business more successful. Don’t
take it personally.In our last case, Paris wanted a $50,000 reduction for a lack of information
technology infrastructure. This offended Richard, whose ego and identity were intertwined with
the business. A more dispassionate seller may have resolved to increase their bottom line
selling price by $100,000 to cover the asked-for $50,000 reduction, and privately punish the
buyer another $50,000 for even making such a reduction demand. Remember, he who cares
least wins.The sooner you can let go of your personal feelings about the business, the sooner
real negotiations can begin, and the sooner you can win. Ideally, you should be letting go before
the sale even gets under way. After all, the best deal for the company is not always the best deal
for your ego. Separate the two and you’ll stand a much better chance of winning.Remember that
the buyer is looking to the future and the seller to the past. As a seller, you can use your
hindsight to help the buyer see how rosy the future can be. The rosier the past, the rosier the
future. Good, current, thorough books go a long way toward the fertile fields of a profitable
sale.You need to be able to not only understand what makes your company a viable purchase,
but also how to present it in such a way that others can see its benefits as well. Of course, all
financials should be clear and current, but other documents, such as updated policy manuals,
will help as well. You should formalize all company policies and procedures. The more you have
in writing the easier it will be to overcome the objections of the buyer (or worse yet, the buyer’s
attorney) that the company has no substance. If you know you’re going to sell your business in
two years but haven’t got around to “getting everything down”, do so immediately. You want age
on the documents. The fact that they were prepared one month prior to negotiations for a sale
may be used against you.Some useful documents include:1. A Company policy manual for
employees. Vacation policy, sick leave, overtime, insurance, dress code – all these should be
written down. (But be careful not to create a contract of employment with your employees which
can later form the basis for employee litigation. Work with your attorney to draft the policy manual
in a favorable manner to your company).2. Work procedures manual – detailed, step-by-step
instructions on how various tasks are performed.3. Customer agreements. Get it in writing. A
good, standardized agreement can save everyone from many headaches, including you. If there
are issues involving performance, a good contract will provide a roadmap on how to move
forward.4. Current bylaws and articles of incorporation filed with the state.5. Minutes for every
major corporate decision.6. Current corporate handbook with minutes from required meetings
of both directors and shareholders. (See my book “Start Your Own Corporation” on the
importance of corporate minutes.)7. Current registered agent information.8. All tax
returns.Make sure all documents, especially manuals and policies, are current. Discrepancies
between what you say and what you do could lead to perceptions of integrity problems. Such
perceptions can muddy the waters for the rest of the purchase process.It is best to be
forthcoming with all the facts as you know them. If you have doubts about disclosing something,
disclose it. Sellers are never sued for telling too much, only for not telling enough. Lawyers love
bringing cases involving misrepresentations on the sale of a business. Look at it from their



perspective. They’ve got you as a seller, who has complete information about the business.
They’ve got their client, the buyer, who is a complete innocent, knows nothing about your
business but is willing to pay you millions of dollars, based on your representations. Because
you, the seller, are about to receive millions of dollars from the buyer, you owe that buyer an
ethical and moral duty to disclose everything, warts and all. And if you don’t, if you fail to disclose
one little thing, that lawyer is going to paint you as a corrupt and unethical executive, the kind of
one-dimensional businessman villain you see on poorly-written television shows, out to take
advantage at every turn of innocent and good people everywhere. And guess what? The jury in
your case will eat up this portrayal, as they always do, and you’ll lose. The lesson here is to
disclose everything.The BuyerBuyers analyze sellers, industries and the business up for sale.
Buying a business takes preparation, knowledge and a little bit of faith. The better job you do at
the first two, the easier the third becomes. And while you are doing all this preparation work and
gaining all this knowledge, keep in mind that the acquisition process may take upwards of six
months. In some cases, depending on market conditions, team readiness and overall complexity
of the deal, it may take several years to close the sale. Don’t quit your day job just yet. In fact,
even after all the paperwork is signed and the sale is final, it may be prudent to work both jobs, if
feasible, until the income from your new venture can replace that of your old. If double-duty is not
feasible (for example, if the hours conflict), make sure you are in a financial position to take such
a loss-of-income hit.If you are not an expert in the industry you are considering entering,
become one. Or at least try. Take some classes, read extensively, ask questions of people in the
field, maybe even take a temporary job in that field – take the time necessary to come up to
speed before the close. Being a new owner of a business is a lot like becoming a new parent.
Once you finally have your baby, you won’t have time for anything else – including reading
parenting books. You’d best know how to deal with middle-of-the-night emergencies long before
they occur.If you are an expert in your industry, but don’t have much knowledge of actual
business practices, consider taking a few business courses – business law, accounting and
marketing are a few must-haves. Local colleges and universities are a great resource, but they
are not the only ones. Check with the Small Business Administration to see if there is a Small
Business Development Center (SBDC) near you. You can access their website at . SBDCs offer
free courses, technical assistance and counseling including excellent help from the Service
Corps of Retired Executives (or SCORE), who have their own website, at . Also under the
auspices of the SBA are Business Information Centers offering free access to the latest in high-
tech hardware, software and telecommunications help, as well as training and access to
research tools. Your local or state department of economic development may have information
and training available as well. Take advantage of these resources. They are there to be
used.Don’t underestimate the value of a mentor. Search your network of friends and family for
someone who has found success in the field you want to enter. Then don’t be afraid to ask for
help. Most of us don’t mind being considered an expert (it validates that part of us that believes
we know everything) and are flattered to be asked. You’ll be surprised how many business



people are willing to help an honest and open person who is just starting out.Business has its
own karma in the form of contacts and favors. Networking is the heart of business. Start talking
to people you trust and admire about your plans before you sign anything. Let those with more
experience guide you. As your business becomes successful, you will be in the position to return
the favor. Favors keep businesses running. And being able to help out the right person at the
right time adds to the enjoyment of running a business.Buying a company has more than just
financial liability. You are hooking all your horses to the wagon. Your reputation, your personal
finances, your family’s future and your personnel are all going to be connected to this new
venture. Be sure you have a strategic plan in place before you even begin to look for a company
to buy. Some things to consider are:
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Edgar, “Everyone needs to read this book before buying or selling a business.. Great Book!
Reading this book is fairly easy. Garrett Sutton does a great job in breaking down important
terminology. Whether you’re looking to buy or sell a business, this is the book that is NEEDED. I
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